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Abstract
A revolution is beginning in communication networks

with the adoption of network function virtualization,
which allows network services to be run on common
off-the-shelf hardware—even in virtual machines—to in-
crease flexibility and lower cost. An exciting prospect
for cloud users is that these software-based network ser-
vices can be merged with compute and storage resources
to flexibly integrate all of the cloud’s resources.

We are developing an application aware networking
platform that can perform not only basic packet switch-
ing, but also typical functions left to compute platforms
such as load balancing based on application-level state,
localized data caching, and even arbitrary computation.
Our prototype “memcached-aware smart switch” reduces
request latency by half and increases throughput by eight
fold compared to Twitter’s TwemProxy. We also de-
scribe how a Hadoop-aware switch could automatically
cache data blocks near worker nodes, or perform some
computation directly on the data stream. This approach
enables a new breed of application designs that blur the
line between the cloud’s network and its servers.

1 Introduction

Virtualization has revolutionized how data center servers
are managed by allowing greater flexibility, easier de-
ployment, and improved resource multiplexing. A simi-
lar change is beginning within communication networks
through Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [1, 2].
This approach moves common network functionality
such as switches, routers, and firewalls out of single-
purpose “specialized” hardware devices and into com-
mon off-the-shelf (COTS) servers. NFV promises to
both lower the cost of networking equipment and in-
crease the flexibility of deployment and management.

For cloud platforms, the advent of NFV opens the pos-
sibility of customer controlled cloud networks. We all

recognize that granting customers access to physical net-
work devices can be unsafe and unscalable. But, if net-
work functions can be run within virtual machines, sud-
denly offering “network functions as a service” becomes
economical for cloud providers. However, we believe the
most interesting impacts of NFV will come when cloud
customers begin to intermix their applications and the
functionality of the networking infrastructure [3].

Traditionally, network tasks such as routing and
switching have been performed in hardware devices that
are carefully tuned to redirect packets based on IP head-
ers or 5-tuple flow information. In many cases, this in-
formation is not sufficient, since request routing may de-
pend on the nature of the request being made, the load
on the end host servers, etc. As a result, application-
level load balancers and proxies are often used to redi-
rect flows based on this type of higher level information
(e.g., the general purpose HAProxy or the memcached
specific TwemProxy). Unfortunately, these applications
lack the high speed packet processing capabilities of net-
work hardware, potentially causing the load balancer to
become the bottleneck. NFV promises to change this
by allowing software-based network services to be cus-
tomized for application needs, yet still run at line speeds.

In this paper we explore how the bounds between ap-
plications and network infrastructure can be blurred by
new technologies that allow user-space applications (run-
ning natively or in virtual machines), to perform com-
plex packet processing and forwarding at rates of 10Gbps
and beyond [4, 5]. Towards this goal we have developed
a prototype “memcached-aware switch1,” that performs
both application level redirection to memcached servers
and local caching to allow immediate responses for “hot”
data. Unlike existing proxies such as Twitter’s Twem-
Proxy, our MemSwitch incurs minimal overhead on re-
quest latency, and supports a throughput at least eight

1 Memcached is used as an example in this paper, but our system is
general enough to handle different network functions in the backend.



times that of TwemProxy. We believe that this is the first
step towards an integrated platform that supports flexible
switching, data caching, and arbitrary computation.

2 Application Integrated Networks

Having a data center network infrastructure that includes
computation and storage capability will offer an oppor-
tunity for both cloud providers and users to reconsider
how applications and network services are deployed and
interact. To enable this, we are building the SmartSwitch
platform. SmartSwitch is built on commodity servers
with high-speed NICs, and will provide a framework to
simplify the development of services that merge compu-
tation and storage into the network. SmartSwitch could
be used to let a future router perform complex processing
on each packet, or a remote desktop platform could be
tightly integrated with the networking components to re-
duce latency. Our application driven networking frame-
work can help users merge networking and processing
components to build this type of complex functionality.
There are three broad areas we will consider: 1) switch-
ing/load balancing, 2) storing data within the network,
and 3) performing computation in the network.

2.1 High Performance Networking in VMs
Recent advances in network interface cards (NICs) and
technologies like Intel’s Data Plane Development Kit
(DPDK) library allow end-host applications to receive
data directly from the NIC, eliminating overheads inher-
ent in traditional interrupt driven OS-level packet pro-
cessing [6]. We have been building the NetVM plat-
form [5] to extend these high-speed networking capabil-
ities to applications running inside groups of related vir-
tual machines. NetVM allows high throughput network
applications to read and modify entire packets at near line
speed, while taking advantage of the flexibility and cus-
tomization of low cost commodity servers. Our prelim-
inary implementation of NetVM is capable of reaching
at least 10Gbps throughput using zero-copy message de-
livery for efficient inter-VM communication. With the
newer systems and processors becoming available, we
expect the system to be able to achieve 40Gbps on the
state-of-the art systems.

Although NetVM’s original goal was to exploit COTS
hardware for network functions, our experience building
it has shown us the potential benefits from incorporating
compute and storage capabilities into network devices
running as virtual machines on COTS hardware. This al-
lows computational and storage functionality to be more
flexibly positioned wherever it is needed in the network
data stream.
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Figure 1: (a) TwemProxy requires eight packet copies: 4
DMAs (light circles) and 4 kernel-user space copies (dark cir-
cles), to redirect a request and reply. (b) MemSwitch needs
only two DMA copies since data is moved directly from the
NIC to userspace and the server can transmit back to the client
without requiring a redirection.

2.2 Application Directed Networking
The basic building blocks of a network are the routers
and switches that direct packets towards their eventual
destination. These devices typically make decisions
based only on layer 2 (switches) or layer 3 (routers) in-
formation. The growing popularity of Software Defined
Networks (SDNs) means that these devices may have
their forwarding rules set by an intelligent controller that
can apply higher level software policies to the network’s
control plane. However, the SDN controller cannot make
decisions based on data plane information. As a result,
it is still necessary to send packets through user applica-
tions such as load balancers or proxies if requests must
be routed based on their content.

For example, a web application may use a cluster
of memcached servers to cache the results of database
queries. Since the number of memcached servers may
change dynamically, it is impractical to have the web
servers know the mapping of keys to cache servers. A
common solution is to employ a proxy such as Twem-
Proxy or moxi, user space applications that act as a front
end to a memcached cluster and redirect requests after
determining which key is being requested. As shown in
Figure 1(a), this can result in as many as eight packet
copies to service a request since packet data must be
copied from kernel to user space for each send and re-
ceive at the proxy.

The layer of indirection provided by the proxy can thus
increase the latency of each request, and the proxy itself
can even become a bottleneck if it must service many dif-
ferent clients. Instead, our SmartSwitch uses a software-
based switch that can be made aware of the memcached
protocol to perform redirection, as shown in Figure 1(b).
The “MemSwitch” is able to interpret the application
data inside incoming requests and redirect them to the
appropriate server. Further, since MemSwitch is simply
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Figure 2: Hadoop-aware top of rack switches could cache or
prefetch data blocks, making them available to local worker
nodes running iterative or repeated jobs.

redirecting packets (as opposed to establishing a connec-
tion to the client), the response can be sent directly back
to the client, reducing the load on the proxy.

In essence, SmartSwitch allows any application-level
information (either within packet bodies, or gathered
from other monitors) to control network redirection and
load balancing in a far more flexible and dynamic way
than traditional switches and routers.

2.3 Storage Within the Network
In a traditional Storage Area Network (SAN), the latency
and throughput of hard disks were orders of magnitude
slower than the network itself. However, it is now fea-
sible to have 1TB or more RAM on a server, and PCI-
based flash memory technologies are also providing large
amounts of storage with very high speed access. As the
capacity of DRAM and the throughput of Non-volatile
memory (NVM) increases, it will become more econom-
ical to place large amounts of storage inside the network
for caching, or to allow storage servers to be integrated
with the network to increase their performance.

An example use case that we believe could ben-
efit from dynamic in-network storage and caching is
Hadoop. Hadoop attempts to place computational tasks
close to where data is stored, but that is not always
possible, particularly when a single data set is being
used by multiple jobs. Since data stored in HDFS
is typically read-only, it could be easily cached (or
prefetched) within the network itself through a Hadoop-
aware SmartSwitch, as shown in Figure 2. This could
allow data requests to be transparently serviced from a
cache closer to the point of computation, e.g., a top-of-
rack SmartSwitch.

A data center that uses dynamic in-network caching
will require the ability to map requests to the nearest
cache entry. Tracking the locations of all the cache
entries can be a challenge, given the number of data
“chunks” and the number of potential cache locations in
a large data center. The recent developments in content-
centric networks, where the forwarding of requests and
responses are based on names rather than the location [7]
can be helpful. For example, a request would include the
data name (each relevant data item would be expected to

have a unique name). The routing/forwarding plane in
the network switches would be populated with the infor-
mation needed to enable forwarding the request towards
all the cache locations. The forwarding rules specified
for the switching subsystem would direct the request to
the nearest cache location. The critical aspect here is that
the name of the data item needs to be uniquely assigned,
but the requester does not need to know the dynamic lo-
cation of the current caches storing the named data item.
We envisage that such name based forwarding capabili-
ties will become increasingly common as the data center
infrastructure scales and there is increasing use of dy-
namic placement of data, such as with in-network caches.

Many organizations now run large applications
spread across public or private clouds. SmartSwitch pro-
vides a platform that could be used to move storage from
network endpoints to software-based middle-boxes, al-
lowing for pervasive caching and high performance data
access.

2.4 Network based Computation
A software-based networking infrastructure means that
any type of application can be pushed from running on
end-hosts to running within the network path. We be-
lieve this could be particularly effective for the grow-
ing field of “live stream processing” applications. These
systems move large volumes of data through processing
pipelines for purposes such as video processing, website
click-stream analysis, etc.

Especially when the data being produced must traverse
multiple local or wide-area networks, it is desirable to
intelligently filter the incoming data and only process or
store the relevant information. Since it allows any type
of computation to be flexibly deployed into the network,
SmartSwitch’s application integrated networking could
provide high speed processing and filtering capabilities
to these types of services. In contrast, performing such
filtering in hardware incurs a high cost and results in yet
another single-purpose device that cannot be flexibly up-
dated in response to changing application needs.

Ultimately, our goal is to provide a platform where
the distinction between end-host servers and network
middle-boxes is no longer important. Processing
pipelines (be it for data stream processing or even tradi-
tional multi-tier web applications), could be flexibly de-
ployed and redirected across a cloud data center.

3 MemSwitch Prototype
We have developed a prototype MemSwitch capable of
interpreting and redirecting memcached requests. Our
prototype builds upon the DPDK libraries that allow
userspace network IO and runs on an HP ProLiant
DL160 G6 server with a dual Intel X5650 (2.66 Ghz)
CPUs, 16GB of RAM, and an Intel 82599EB 10-Gigabit
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Figure 3: MemSwitch can support a much higher throughput
than TwemProxy, and provides similar performance as connect-
ing directly to the server, yet can offer advanced features like
load balancing and caching.

NIC. In all experiments we restrict the proxy/switch to a
single CPU core so that it will become saturated before
our pair of backend memcached servers (with the same
specs). While our current approach runs natively on a
Linux host, porting it to our NetVM virtualization plat-
form would be relatively simple and would incur mini-
mal overhead [5].

Load Balancing: We configure the clients to send re-
quests to a single memcached server IP which is shared
by MemSwitch and all memcached servers. The packets
initially reach the MemSwitch, which inspects the packet
body to find the key being requested. As was shown in
Figure 1(b), a flexible mapping can then be used to direct
the request to one of the memcached servers by rewrit-
ing the packet’s destination MAC address, but leaving
the source IP of the original client. This is fairly easy
process in in-path switches.

For set requests, the value being sent to the server may
be spread across multiple packets, but only the first will
contain the key. To handle this, the MemSwitch needs to
keep a listing of on-going set requests, and ensure that all
packets related to a single key are sent to the same mem-
cached server. Our current implementation only supports
sets for values less than the size of a packet.

Network-Caching To demonstrate the potential ben-
efits of in-network storage, MemSwitch has the ability
to cache hot data in memory, allowing it to directly re-
spond to some client requests. If an incoming get request
has a key that is found in a local hash table-based cache,
then MemSwitch produces a reply packet and transmits
the data directly back to the client. Our implementation
is intentionally simple, and since our switch is currently
single threaded, it avoids all locking. As a result, we
consider our evaluation as a demonstration of the best
potential performance for such a caching load balancer;
a full implementation would certainly add overheads due
to consistency concerns.

TCP vs UDP: MemSwitch’s current implementation
focuses on handling UDP get requests. TCP requests
are more complicated to process because a connection

handshake must be performed before the request is sent,
yet MemSwitch will not know which server to direct the
packets to until it can see the key being requested. We
believe a more advanced switch could handle TCP re-
quests by performing the initial TCP handshake itself,
determining the requested key, and then either issuing a
TCP RST to restart the connection or masquerading as
the client to repeat the TCP handshake with the appro-
priate destination server. To evaluate its overhead, our
current implementation does support TCP, but only when
redirecting all requests to a single memcached server.

4 Evaluation
For baseline comparisons, we run (1) memcached di-
rectly connected to the client and (2) the TwemProxy de-
veloped by Twitter as a memcached load balancer [8],
which is setup as shown in Figure 1(a). We use the
mcblaster workload generator and compare throughput
and response time. Unfortunately, TwemProxy only
supports TCP, while MemSwitch only supports load-
balancing under UDP; however, if there is only one back-
end server, we can use MemSwitch with either protocol.

Throughput: We first measure request round trip time
as the get request rate is increased, and vary the num-
ber of backend servers from one to two. Figure 3 shows
that connecting to memcached directly allows a request
rate of about 350,000, while TwemProxy becomes over-
loaded when the rate is increased to only 90,000, regard-
less of whether there is one (the TwemProxy-1 line) or
two (TwemProxy-2) memcached servers. TwemProxy
has higher overhead because it needs to maintain the
connections with both the client and servers, and be-
cause replies need to be returned through the proxy. In
our testbed with two memcached servers, MemSwitch-
2 becomes saturated at 720,000 requests per second, but
since this is approximately double the rate of a single
memcached server (MemSwitch-1 and Direct), we be-
lieve that the backend servers are becoming overloaded,
and that MemSwitch could handle a much larger work-
load. Our current prototype with a single core can handle
approximately 10 million requests (64-byte packets) per
second. MemSwitch achieves this performance by using
zero-copy between the application and the NIC, and be-
cause responses can go directly to the clients from mem-
cached servers.

Request Latency: We next measure the latency with a
light load, a request rate of 100 get req/sec, with 32byte
value size. Table 1 shows that TwemProxy has about
2.39 times the average latency of direct memcached.
MemSwitch UDP and TCP are about 19% and 3% slower
than direct memcached, respectively. We believe that the
overhead of both protocols should be the same, and are
investigating why MemSwitch is showing greater over-
head for UDP packets. MemSwitch UDP with caching



Min/Avg/Max RTT usec Norm. Avg
Direct TCP 48 / 132 / 551 1
Direct UDP 39 / 175 / 527 1
TwemProxy TCP 107 / 315 / 716 2.39
MemSwitch TCP 53 / 136 / 522 1.03
MemSwitch UDP 41 / 208 / 365 1.19
w/ Cache UDP 4 / 19 / 39 0.11

Table 1: Using MemSwitch adds minimal overhead compared
to directly connecting to memcached servers, and can signifi-
cantly reduce latency for cached data.

reduces the latency significantly, allowing a request to
complete in an average of 19 microseconds, compared to
175 microseconds in direct memcached or 315 microsec-
onds with TwemProxy.

Impact of Data Size: In order to evaluate how value
size affects the overhead between TwemProxy and our
MemSwitch, we change the value size from 32 bytes to
11Kb and measure the round trip time. From Figure 4,
we can see that the larger the value size is, the greater
the overhead TwemProxy brings. When the value size is
11K, it goes up to 2151us. This is because the cost of
copying packets containing the full value must be paid
by TwemProxy when it forwards responses to the clients.
Increasing the value size has minimal impact on Mem-
Switch since responses return directly to the clients from
the memcached servers.

5 Related Work
Several recent projects seek to increase the network
throughput of COTS servers by using GPUs [9], zero-
copy I/O [4–6, 10], or massive parallelism [11]. The fo-
cus of these systems has been on allowing network func-
tionality (primarily routers and switches), to run on com-
modity servers with a lower cost than network hardware.
In this work we explore how these platforms allow not
only COTS-based network functions, but also a rethink-
ing of where computation, storage, and network redirec-
tion occur within cloud data centers.

Our current implementation focuses on memcached,
the popular key-value store used by many large scale
web applications. Facebook is reported to use more than
10,000 memcached servers, requiring an extensive load
balancing and key-management infrastructure in front of
it [12]. We believe that software-based network infras-
tructure could provide similar management functional-
ity at much higher performance. Fully integrating the
memcached server into a zero-copy I/O platform like
DPDK [6], NetVM [5], or netmap [4] could allow the
caching servers to operate at a full line rate of 10Gbps,
performance that currently has only been demonstrated
on special purpose hardware [13].

The Strata system [14] has demonstrated how an SDN
controlled Flash storage system can provide a fast, dy-
namically load balanced, NFS storage array. This sys-
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Figure 4: Forwarding requests through the TwemProxy adds
significant overhead compared to our mem-cached aware
switch. By caching data within the switch, the latency can be
reduced even further.

tem uses PCIe Flash devices that can each saturate a
10Gbps network port. The SDN controller is used to
present a single IP for the array, but allow requests to
be routed to a lightly loaded dispatch server. In a large
scale network, it may be desirable to extend this archi-
tecture so that storage is not only available at network
endpoints, but throughout the network’s infrastructure as
needed. SmartSwitch seeks to provide a platform for
building these types of “Software Defined Storage” sys-
tems within the network.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
Advances in multi-core servers and high-speed network
cards enable network services to be run inside com-
modity servers instead of dedicated hardware. Beyond
simply allowing high performance software routers and
switches, we believe this transition will present an op-
portunity to rethink where the boundary of network in-
frastructure and cloud applications should be. We have
described how this could support application-aware load
balancing, localized caching and network storage, or
computational tasks that run directly on the network
stream. To demonstrate the potential of these ideas, we
have built MemSwitch, a memcached-aware load balanc-
ing switch. MemSwitch reduces request latency by 34%
(or 94% with a switch-based cache) and can support a
throughput at least eight times larger than TwemProxy.

In our ongoing work we are evaluating the perfor-
mance of a memcached server that is fully integrated
with a zero-copy network I/O stack. We are also explor-
ing how other types of storage and computational func-
tionality can be automatically placed throughout a net-
work of software switches to provide performance and
cost savings.
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